New logo

From the year 2020 the Argentine Olympic Academy changed its isologo.
The current design represents a triangle in its total structure, which is the nondeformable geometric figure that symbolizes balance.
It represents the three Olympic values: excellence, friendship and respect.
The edges are rounded which communicates warmth, but it also plays with the
fuzziness of the boundary between "education-sport" and between "sport for high
performance-sport for development".
Those triangles also transport us to the rocks that constitute the temple of Zeus
in Olympia.
The absence of straight lines eliminates rigidity, transforming it in a warmer and
friendlier logo.
The colors represent the homeland, federalism, Olympism that reaches every
corner of our country.
The color palette and typography chosen for all communication tools with the new
logo were specifically chosen to convey spring, joy and youth that are
characteristics that define the Academy Argentine Olympic.
Its general structure marks us a north, because for the A.O.A. sport is not only
the gold medal, nor the success achieved through a sporting result.
It is also and fundamentally a compass, since it indicates all people related to the
world of sport goal, a direction, a philosophy of life through it.

Olympic Education Guide #1

On June 23, 2022, during the celebration of the Olympic Day, the new Olympic
Education Guide 1 was delivered in print, which was redesigned in its
illustrations, target audience, orientation, divided into chapters for better
understanding and include an introduction to the OVEP.
In English and Spanish version can digitally be downloaded from

Olympic Education Guide #1 Spanish
https://www.coarg.org.ar/guiaeducacion/educacionolimpica1es.pdf

Olympic Education Guide #1 English
https://www.coarg.org.ar/guiaeducacion/EDU_INGLES/guia_edu_ingles.pd
f

Olympic Education Guide #2
On September 23, 2022, during the celebration of the 40th anniversary of the
Argentine Olympic Academy, the Olympic Education Guide #2 was delivered in
print.

It was updated and at the time of presenting this report it is being digitized so
that it can be downloaded in Spanish and English.

XXXVIII Argentine Olympic Academy Session for Young Participants

From September 19th to 23rd, the XXXVIII edition of the Argentine Olympic
Academy (AOA) was held with 52 young participants.
The conferences were given on the following topics: Carlos Marino presented
“Leadership in sports”; Silvia Dalotto Marcó spoke on “Structure of the Olympic
Movement” and “Olympic Education”; Carlos Ferrea presented “A Mission to the
Games”; Maximiliano Guiraldi explained " Argentine Olympic Academy"
Participants Association ; Oscar Incarbone and Luciana Valenti gave a
conference on “Physical activity and sport: the best medicine”; Belén Pérez
Maurice (fencing), Lucas Guzmán (taekwondo) and Santiago Álvarez (rugby)
recounted their “Olympic experience”; José Luis Marcó offered the colloquium
“An evolution in the revolution”; Conrado Durantez Corral addressed “Olympism”;
Eduardo Fernández organized an activity related to “Communication: leadership
and conflict resolution” and Agustín Guzmán shared his experience at the
“International Olympic Academy”.
The participants also participated in group discussions and sports activities.
The Session was lead by the Director Silvia Dalotto – Marcó and coordinated with
the assistance of Constanza Eckhardt and Pablo Zárate.

Celebration of the Argentine Olympic Academy 40th Anniversary
On September 23rd, 2022, the 40th Anniversary of the foundation of the Argentine
Olympic Academy was celebrated.
The National Olympic Academy is one of the fundamental pillars of the Argentine
Olympic Committee.
The celebration counted with the presence of Lic. Mario Moccia (President of the
NOC), Dr. Carlos A. Marino (President of the NOA), authorities of the Argentine
Olympic Committee and more than 200 former students who gathered to
remember their passing by the AOA, lessons learned and meet with people who
have gone through the same experience.

A special mention requires the presence of Dr. Conrado Durantez Corral who
participated in the celebrations in his capacity as Honorary President of the
Argentine Olympic Academy.
+info: https://www.coarg.org.ar/noticias/item/11974-festejo-por-los-40-anos-dela-academia-olimpica-argentina

